
BEEM by HEATSAIL

BEEM

UNIQUE OUTDOOR LIGHTING & HEATING



BEEM® is a timeless heating & lighting product 
that turns your terrace into a place you don’t want 

to leave during cool cosy evenings.

Give your terrace that little added extra. Turn it 
into a delightful jewel with BEEM®.
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HEATSAIL PRODUCTS ARE DESIGNED AND MADE IN BELGIUM

BEEM® TIMELESS PENDANT 
LIGHTING AND HEATING 

FOR YOUR TERRACE 
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Heatsail is a Belgian design company established in 2012  

that has redefined the luxury lighting, heating and cooling 

space. We develop unique technical outdoor products to 

create longlasting experiences by extending the finest 

moments of a beautiful day.

HEATSAIL
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When it gets darker you turn on the light. 6 or 8 lightpoints 

distributed over the length of the BEEM give you plenty of light. 

LIGHT
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When it gets chilly just turn on the integrated heating. 

Discrete far-infrared heating elements give you the most 

pleasant warmth. They are evenly distributed over the length 

of the BEEM, creating equal warmth for everyone. There are 

two heat levels to support your needs.

HEAT
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When it gets really too hot, switch on the optional misting. 

Integrated channels on both sides of the BEEM create a fine 

mist. A combination of very small orifices and high pressure 

lets water evaporate in the air before it makes your hair frizz. 

It cools the surrounding air up to 15°C. Do you want to have 

control on how and when? Use the smartphone app and you 

are the cooling master.

COOL
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Rust-free weatherproof 

The BEEM is made of high quality aluminium, making it 

suitable for outdoor use.

Low energy usage, zero CO2 emission 

The BEEM uses less energy than traditional gas heaters 

and generates up to 25% more heat with a lower energy 

consumption, only 3,24 kWh (B230 & B290) and 4,32 kWh 

(B390 & B520).

Low maintenance 

By using highly efficient and durable ceramic heating 

elements and the best materials, the BEEM is virtually 

maintenance free.

Reach & glow 

The reach depends on your model, providing a comfortable 

warmth without red glow.

Colours 

Standard in Midnight black. Optional in Snow.

B230 

Infra-red heat  3000 Watt 

Lighting 6 x 40 Watt

Reach  5,75m2

Electrical requirements 

Fuse 16 amp 

Wiring 3 x 2,5 mm2

B290 

Infra-red heat  3000 Watt 

Lighting 6 x 40 Watt

Reach  7,25m2

Electrical requirements 

Fuse 16 amp 

Wiring 3 x 2,5 mm2

B390 

Infra-red heat  4000 Watt 

Lighting 8 x 40 Watt

Reach  9,75m2

Electrical requirements 

Fuse 20 amp 

Wiring 5 x 2.5 mm2  

or (2x) 3 x 2.5 mm2

B520

Infra-red heat  4000 Watt 

Lighting 8 x 40 Watt

Reach  13m2 

Electrical requirements 

Fuse 20 amp 

Wiring 5 x 2.5 mm2  

or (2x) 3 x 2.5 mm2

900 mm 

35,43 inch

2300 mm 

90,55 inch

800 mm 

31,49 inch

5200 mm 

204,72 inch

1000 mm 

39,37 inch

900 mm 

35,43 inch

1200 mm 

47,24 inch

900 mm 

35,43 inch

900 mm 

35,43 inch

1000 mm 

39,37 inch
3900 mm 

153,54 inch

900 mm 

35,43 inch

1000 mm 

39,37 inch
2900 mm 

114,17 inch

Midnight  Snow

TECHNICAL INFORMATIONBEEM by HEATSAIL

Technical information
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Extend your great moments
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